SPECIFICATION SHEET

Design Edge®
Dianella revoluta Dinky Di

2.

1.
Best for:
Use as a border next to
pathways or driveways. A
neat habit ideal for
courtyard areas.
Climatic Zones: 1 - 4

Lush and low growing

3.

In the landscape Dinky Di will maintain a neat and tidy appearance, it will not fall over or look messy. These attributes
are preferred by landscapers and developers who care about the long term appearance of a project.
Dinky Di develops a very neat, symmetrical appearance. Whilst its leaves resemble those of Dianella caerulea, it has
the clump forming habit of a Dianella revoluta making it perfect for use as a low border along pathways and in
courtyards.
Dinky Di will grow at different rates according to the climate of a region – shorter in zones with dry summers and taller
in zones with wet summers. When a solid row of foliage is required plant spacing will vary depending on the climate;
plant 30cm apart in zones 1 & 3, and 45cm apart in zones 2 & 4.
Pictures
1. Dinky Di is great planted adjacent to paved areas.
2. This variety develops a neat, compact mound of foliage.
3. Dinky Di in a 14 cm pot.
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VARIETY SPECIFICATION SHEET – Carex, Dianella, Lomandra

Climate Zones
Over the past years Australia has experienced some extreme weather from droughts to significant rainfall. The
climatic tolerances of a variety must therefore be measured not just according to temperature extremes, but
also by seasonal rainfall patterns. The adjacent map shows four major climate zones for the Australian
continent. Zones 2 and 4 have wet summers while Zones 1 and 3 have wet winters.
To assist in variety selection, please review the Specification Sheet above which nominates the recommended
climate zone for each variety.

